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Advanced Planning 

Planning for the Tracker’s layout at World’s Greatest Hobby (WGH) on Tour show at the 
Chantilly Expo Center (http://wghshow.com/cha2020/) started around April of last year 
with the first submission of the application for layout space with dimensions of 100 ft by 
50 ft.  Additionally, Regis and John Z agreed to be assistant trackmasters with Regis 

taking on conception & design of the layout and John signing up to bring his large sized replica of the 
Hellgate Bridge (HGB) (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hell_Gate_Bridge).  Regis created the first layout 
plan in June.  After receiving a notification to re-submit the application for layout space, the second 
application was submitted in late August.  A written letter was received from the WGH on Tour 
organization (http://wghshow.com/) in the middle of September indicating that the Tracker’s application 
was accepted and that final space size would be issued when the floor plan was completed 
(http://wghshow.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/Chantilly-Floorplan.pdf).  Thus, planning for the 
show started in earnest at the beginning of October 2019.  The final layout plan (Figure 1) was completed 
at the end of January based upon the number of tracker participants signing up for the show. 

The Trackers appeared at the 2010 WGH On Tour Show at the Chantilly Expo Center in January 2010. 

Setup 

After a notably very mild and rainy winter, the National Capital Trackers (NCT) [http:/ 
/www.nattrackers.org/] 2nd appearance at the World’s Greatest Hobby on Tour show at the Dulles Expo 
Center (https://www.dullesexpo.com/) in Chantilly, VA started on a rainy and cold Friday morning 7th 
February 2020 around 8am with John M towing the MD trailer and others driving their vehicles into the 
hall to unload their modules, accessories, scenery, rolling stock, etc.  Bernie G and Bill S were first in 
the hall just before 8am followed by other trackers.  Bill C brought the VA trailer into the hall after Rick 
E dropped of the trailer around 8:45am.  Participant’s vehicles and the trailers were unloaded as quickly 
as feasible and then moved outside of the hall to clear as much space as possible in the area assigned to 
the tracker’s layout (Figure 2).   
 
The HGB (Figure 3) was the first module that was placed and served as the anchor and the main 
reference point for the entire dual loop layout.  John Z was assisted by others to assemble the HGB.  
Placement of the HGB took a good amount of time to get exactly right so that the minimum gap between 
the two front loops and the vendor aisles could be maintained. Once the HGB was fixed in place, 
modules on both sides were added next and the loops were built out from there.  The loops were 
completed around 5:30pm with test trains running to check operation.  A few minor issues with module 
joints were encountered and resolved quickly by Steve K, Matt K, Frank H and others.  All three geezer 
gates functioned perfectly as the modules were aligned without any significant issues.  Finishing touches 
on the layout continued until the Expo center closed at 7pm.  Phil B & Bill R dropped by on Friday to 
assist with setup and Saturday to run trains.  Dave E dropped by on Friday to assist with setup, run trains 
on both days and aid with takedown.    
 
Setup continued on Saturday morning starting at 8am with participant’s completing their module 
scenery placements and testing engines on the programming track in preparation for the show’s opening 
at 10am.   
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Operations 

The show opened to a sizable crowd which persisted for most of the day until shortly before closing at 
6pm.  The WGH coordinators and show manager indicated that the attendance was better than expected 
for clear and slightly cold Saturday.  Sunday was basically a sunny day and not cold for early February. 
 
Mike F’s modules premiered his Menards Alien Space Craft Farm scene “We Take Your Stake” 
(https://www.menards.com/main/grocery-home/menards-collectibles/train-stuff-from-menards/train-
stuff/o-scale-ufo-scene/2794439/p-1511940655107.htm) which attracted a significant amount of 
attention and comments.  Both Carl C and Tim M featured multi-module setups with cross-over 
switches.  Russell featured a module with a siding on the inside track. Bill C and Bear B modules had 
the mountain tunnels that encompassed all three tracks.  Joe L featured his custom-built airport scene 
while Frank F displayed his custom-built M&M factory with the spectator dispenser.  Bernie G’s custom 
designed and built US Civil War replica of the Manassas battle drew attention as did the others modules.  
Regis’s custom design and built Carrie Blast Furnace (https://riversofsteel.com/attractions/carrie-
furnaces/) also drew some comments.  Regis ran his Rio Grande diesel engines pulling slag cars.  Jim 
H’s feature his custom-built circus big tent display.  Jack F’s displayed his custom-built display of the 
National Capital Mall and associated memorials. Bob E’s showed his city scape scene with flat building 
structures and background.  Rick E displayed his city and airport scene with working crossing gate.  
Frank lent his T scale Manassas Train station layout to Peter G for his module.  Dave B ran is diesel 
freight train on both days.  John M ran is MTH Virginian (VGN) diesel engine pulling Lionel 
(http://www.lionel.com/)34 VGN boxcars followed by Mike Train House (MTH) 
[https://www.mthtrains.com/] VGN three dome tanker and caboose on both days.  Ben S ran his stream 
trains on both days with a bit of trouble on some modules due to the low clearance of the engine.  New 
member Don R dropped on Sunday to run his MTH 611 steam passenger train on the red loop.  New 
member Mason dropped by on both days his mother on Saturday and his father on Sunday to run his Hot 
Wheels Lionel train.  Mason’s friends dropped by on Saturday, joined the club and assisted setting up 
and running Mike F’s gold train.  New members Chuck M, Peter G & son Mike debuted their modules 
and Gary L provided his module. Clem took a break from the Standard Gauge layout to see the action on 
the Tracker’s loops.  Allen & his grandson enjoy the event by running trains throughout the 2-day show. 

Takedown 

Layout take-down started around 4:30 pm on Sunday 8th February with the usual scenery and 
accessories leading the way on both loops.  New members Bill J and Don R assisted with the takedown 
as did George and Don H that started right after the show closed at 5pm and after the group picture in 
front of the HGB.  Takedown was orderly and proceed quickly with vehicles being able to drive into the 
hall around 6pm.  The front of the layout where the red and green loops were cleared as quickly as 
possible to allow vehicles access to the vendor aisles.  During the pack up of the MD trailer, a few items 
(skirts, clamps, etc.) from the VA trailer were mistakenly taken, resolved in time for the next Tracker 
show on the eastern shore.   The MD trailer was towed back by Chuck M.  The VA trailer was the next 
to last to pull out of the Expo Center around 8pm.  
 
Thanks to everyone (35+) who participated with their modules, ran trains, assisted with setup/take down 
of the layout, loaded the trailers, aided others, just dropped by, and joined the club. 
 
An estimated ~30,000+ visitors of all ages viewed the layout and attended during the two-day event. 
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Figure 1 - Layout Diagram 
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Table 1 - Layout Loop Assignments 

Green Loop (Lionel/Tubular) Red Loop (Gargraves/K-Line) 
Module Number Participant Name Module Number Participant Name 

1-2 Jim M 1-4 Mike F 

3-5 Jim H 5 John M 

6-7 Joe Lo  6 Russell E 

8-9 Bob B 7 Geezer Gate (JM) 
10-11 Martin D 8-9 Russell E 

12 Geezer Gate (MD) 10-11 Carl C 

13-14 Chuck M 12 Bill C 

15-18 Allan C 13-14 Bob E 

19-22 Rick E 15 Geezer Gate (VA) 

23-24 Frank H 16-18 Jack F 

25 Peter G 19 Bear B 

26-28 Bernie G/Bill S 20 Matt K 
  21 Gary L 
  22-23 Don R 
  23-24 (5) Hellgate Bridge 
  24 John M 
  25-26 Garrett G 
  27-28 Regis H 
  29-32 Tim Minor 
  9-10,24-25 Cross-Over 
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Figure 2 - Expo Center Floor Plan - NCT Layout Rear Center 
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Table 2 - List of Vendors and Exhibitor's 
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                             Figure 3 - Hellgate Bridge (John Z)         Figure 4 - Carrie Blast Furnace (Regis H)   Figure 5 – Circus (Jim H) 

 

   

Figure 6 - Civil War 1 (Bernie G)            Figure 7 - Civil War 2 (Bernie G)   Figure 8 - Civil War 3 (Bernie G) 
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Figure 9 - Airport (Joe L)    Figure 10 - City with Airport (Rick E)   Figure 11 - "We Take Your Steak" (Mike F) 

       

Figure 12 - Ballbearing Machine & M&M Dispenser (Frank H)  Figure 13 - Hellgate Bridge    Figure 14 - Garyhound Bus Station (Bob B) 
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Figure 15 - Group Photo (Courtesy of Bob B) 

Photos courtesy of Bob B, Jim H and John M   John M., Trackmaster  WGH On Tour   12 March 2020   


